ENTERPRISE TIME AND
EXPENSE TRACKING SOFTWARE

Journyx & Journyx PX 11.2.0
Accessing New Features
This guide includes descriptions of new features in Journyx and Journyx PX 11.2.0 and is intended for existing
Journyx customers who are upgrading to version 11.2.0 from version 11.1.0. If you are upgrading from an earlier
version, you will also need the guides for earlier versions. If you have additional questions about a feature, please
contact your account representative or email Journyx Support at support@journyx.com.

User Compliance Report as a Standard Report
The User Compliance Report was located under ApprovalsComplianceUser Compliance prior to v11.2.0. It
was originally designed as a one-off report and did not include a lot of the options available for report types under
ReportsStandard Reports. In this version, the report has been moved to standard reports and is listed as a new
report type. It includes all of the relevant options that other standard reports offer, including the option to pick
run dates, save multiple versions of the report, and schedule and email the report.

Set up screen for user compliance report under standard reports
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Additional Fields for Inclusion in Matrix Reports
Under ReportsStandard Reports, you can set up matrix type reports. In versions prior to v11.2.0, matrix reports
allowed you to display 1 field/data point in the columns and 1 other field/data point in the rows. In this version
you can now choose up to 3 fields for columns and 3 for rows.

Set up screen for matrix report under standard reports
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Group Filtering and Date Formats for Standard Reports
Under ReportsStandard Reports you can now set up and save group filters for the various fields available in each
report. Prior to v11.2.0, you could search for field values that belonged to a selected group and put those values in
the report filters. However, the filters were not dynamic based on changes to the originally selected group. All
reports also have a new option to choose between long and short date format for report output.

Group filtering options for report fields under standard reports
You have the option to set up group filters that show values in any of the groups selected, or you can require that
the report only show values that are in all of the groups selected. If you select multiple groups in a single group
filter, the any filter will apply. If you set up a group filter for each group, the all filter will apply.
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New Tools for Project-Activity Rate Management
You can access the project-activity rates set up under ManagementProject-Activity Rates. Your names for the
Project and/or Activity fields may be different. In v11.2.0, there are some new features that make it easier to
populate and manage project-activity rates.
The first new feature is a project setting that allows you to populate project-activity rates for a project parent and
automatically create those same rates for child projects/tasks underneath the parent. So, once you have created
the project-activity rates for the parent, the children/tasks will automatically have the same rates applied. The
project setting is available under ManagementProjects or ManagementScheduled Projects (for PX) when you
create or edit a project. The setting is called “Copy project-activity rates to children”. This setting is also available
in project imports and the Journyx API for integrations with 3rd party systems.

Project set up screen
The project parent project-activity rates can be added in Journyx directly, or you can use import and integration
tools to populate the rates. If you update the existing project parent rates and the “copy to children” setting is
turned on, the rates for the child projects/tasks will automatically be updated as well.
In addition to the ability to copy project parent rates, there is also a new report for reviewing the project-activity
rates that you have created. Under ReportsSystem Reports there is a new project-activity report that lists all of
the existing project-activity rates in the system.
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Block Time Entry That Exceeds Assigned Hours (Journyx PX Only)
In Journyx PX v11.2.0, you can now block users from entering time that exceeds their assigned hours for a specific
assignment. For each user/task assignment includes a setting that determines whether or not the user can enter
time that exceeds the assigned hours for that assignment. Under the custom fields for each assignment, there is
an option called “Allow User to Record Excess Time”. If set to no (which is the system default), users can enter
time that exceeds the amount of assigned hours (also known as “assignment scheduled work”). If set to yes, users
will not be allowed to enter time that exceeds the assigned hours. The user will be notified that excess hours are
not allowed, and the notification includes the amount by which the user exceeded the assigned hours.

Assignment set up screen with custom field for allowing users to record excess time
The option to block entry that exceeds planned hours is specific to each assignment. However, you can set a
different default for each project and/or task. If you use system defaults, all assignments under a task will be
created such that users can exceeds the assigned hours. If you want all assignments for a specific project or task to
be created with the default to block excess time, you can reset this default under scheduled project settings. All
scheduled projects now have a custom field called “Allow Excess Time in Assignments”. If you change this setting
to no, all assignments created under the task will default to blocking time entry in excess of assigned hours.
Regardless of the default set at the task level, you can manage the setting for each assignment independently
under the task.
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Other New Features & Improvements
•
•
•

Rate reports now include one-click export to Excel
Sheet submission email notifications to approvers now include the option to differentiate between open
sheets and post-approval corrections
API keys and a prototype Google Calendar integration through Zapier extend options for timesheet
suggestions

For more information about Journyx or Journyx PX 11.2.0, please contact your account representative at +1 800755-9878 or sales@journyx.com.
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